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1。 REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF RESOLUTION Ш1А7.33, INCLUDING THE REPORT 

OF SUB-COMMITTSE A OF THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE FOH THE EASTERN îiEDITERRûNEâNî 

Item 7,5 of the Agenda (Resolutions ША7。33 ап〜ША9.53; Documents EB19/23 
and Ccrr,l, EB19/24 and Corr

0
l, EB19/24 Add.l ) 

The DIRECTOR-GSNERAL introduced his report on the action taken to implement 

1 ] 

resolution ША7оЗЗ (document EB'19/24 and Gorr»!' ), The correspondence exchanged 

with governments of the Region was included in the annexes to that report. He 

also called attention to the communication from the Government of Israel 

(document EB19/24 Adc^l
1

) which the Board would wish to take into consideration in 

conjunction with its study of the report. 

The CHAIRMâN said that^ in accordance with Rule 3 of the Rules of Procedure 

of the Executive Board) Member States of the Eastern Mediterranean Region had been 

asked by the Director-General whether they wished to be represented at the present 

meeting. The Governnent of Israel had replied, in the affirmative. He accordingly 

invited the representative of Israel to make a statement if he so desired. 

№ KàHàNÏ (Israel) thanked the Chairman for giving him the opportunity to 

speaks His Government had requested him to attend the meeting in case any points 

arose on which he could give further clarification. He had, however, nothing to 

add at present to his Government's written communication. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that^ no member having expressed a wish to comment on 

the report under consideration， the Board should adopt the following resolution: 

1

 Reproduced in Annex 6 to Off。. Rec
a
 Wld Hlth Org, 7§ 
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The Executive Board 

i MOTES the report of the Director-General on the implementing of resolution 

m 7 J ^ n d r :
s
S S t í o n f ^ . 2 3 and WHA9.53 of the Eighth and Ninth vlorld Health 

Assemblies: 

2
. TRMS14ITS this report to the Tenth World Health Assembly for such action as 

it may deem advisable. 

Decision： The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB19.R28). 

D r
 SHOUSÍIA, Regional Director for the Eastern Ifediterranean, introduced Ш» 

r e p
o r t of the sixbh session of Sub-Committee A of the Regional Committee for the 

Eastern Mediterranean (document EB19/23 and Corr.l). 

Commenting in turn on the introduction and the various parts of the report, he 

noted that the session oí Sub-Committee A , held in September 1956, had also been 

attended by two 麵 ШшЬегз, Sudan and Tunisia. As could be seen from Part I, a 

different procedure from formerly had been adopted in that the Regional Director 

i n
 ыз annual report tod made a general review of the activities of WHO in the Region 

from 1949, when the Regional Office had been established, until mid-1956. He 

thought that a critical review of that type should facilitate future planning. The 

growth of activities in that Region over the entire period was gratifying when it 

w a s
 considered that only three projects had existed in 1949, whereas by the end of 

1 9 5 5
 there had been 109 projects in operation and 792 fellowships of different types 

had been awarded. Part I of the report had given rise to much discussion and he 

W 0 U
l

d
 draw attention to the reference on page 3 of document EB19/23 to the salient 

points considered. 



Part II of the report contained comments and decisions arising out of resolutions 

of the World Health Assembly, as well as the views of the Sub-Committee on technical 

matters covered by the Region's programme and referred, to in the annual report of the 

Regional Director. In connexion with the Sub-Committee
1

 s recommendation, following 

resolution WHA9.20, that Member States inviting the Committee to meet in their 

territories should make the maximum contribution to the additional cost, he stated 

that the Government of Iran had contributed an amount of more than ф 6500 for the 

session of Sub-Committee Л. He called particular attention to paragraph 1,6 of 

Part II, dealing with reports on the world health situation, where it was noted that 

a sinç)lified form of reporting had been adopted as the original information required 

had been considered as being beyond the scope of the existing facilities in the 

countries concerned for coiîçiling statistical data. He added "that the question of 

organising of adequate statistical services, as essential components of public health 

administration services, had been given particular attention in the discussion, as was 

apparent from the reference in Part 工 of the report. 

The item on future organizational studies by the Executive Board, referred to in 

paragraph 1.7，had also been the subject of lengthy discussion; the consensus had 

been that, as far as the Eastern Mediterranean Region was concerned, direct contact 

with the Regional Office was preferable to the appointment of area representatives. 

An item relating to the rights and obligations of Associate Members (paragraph 1.10) 

had been postponed as at present the Region did not include any Associate îfembers. 

The problem of drug addiction (paragraph 2*1) had been the subject of thorough 

discussion and he would call particular attention to the views expressed by the Sub-

Coinmittee on that point. The suggestion had been made that assistance might be given 

by experts, and also in consultation with FAO, on other crops to replace the 

cultivation of the opium poppy, which had been banned, by the Iranian Government, 
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Paragraph 3 related to the technical discussions and the full technical report 

mentioned therein, the preparation of which had been interrupted by circumstances 

arising out of the international situation, was now being processed and would very 

shortly be ready for distribution to the Members in the Region. Further, he would 

draw attention to the two draft resolutions concerning technical discussions 

contained on page 27 of the report. 

He then stressed the views expressed by the Sub-Gonimittee on the technical 

matters under section 4, in particular on malaria, leprosy
;
 public health services 

and statistics, maternal and child health and on environmental sanitation, which last 

matter had always been a particularly important question in the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region, Recommendations regarding poliomyelitis also called for emphasis since that 

disease was becoming endemic in certain parts of the Region, Under section 6 he noted 

thai:) in connexion with the work of ШША, a recommendation had been nade suggesting 

that the health officer concerned should bs assigned to the Regional Office, He also 

drew attention to paragraph 8 stating that the Sub-Ccmmittee had decided to meet in 

Baghdad in 1958, 

He recalled, that for its study of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 

X95Sj as well as for the consideration of the adjustments necessary to the programme 

and budget for 1957， tho Sub-Committee had constituted itself a sub-division of the 

whole
 e
 The S^b-Gommittee had also considared. the supplementary pro gramme

 ;
 as well 

as the proposed inter-country and inter-regional programmes for 1957 and 1953« The 

various ccînmentvS mads by Members of the Region on the programme and budget generally 

had been taken iiito account in arriving at tha racomiBendatioris subndtbed by the 

Cirector-Generalo 

Parí IV, containing the rQso?„utxons adopbed by the Sub-Committee, and Part V》 

relating so the nomination of the Regional Director, shoiild also be particularly noted, 



The latter question would be considered under another item of the agenda. 

With regard to the work accomplished in the Eastern Mediterranean Region in 1956, 

he emphasized that in spite of the international situation the year had been one of 

intense activity for the Organization, 

One important aspect of the regional programme in which progress had been made was 

malaria control. A s the Board was aware, plans had been drawn up for malaria eradication 

in the block of countries extending from the Mediterranean coast to the borders of 

Pakistan and including Lebanon, Israel, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Iran. Th§ Organization 

had provided direct advisory services during the year to all those countries, except 

Israel, to which a special consultant would be assigned early in 1957. The countries 

had intensified their own activities and during the year Syria and Iraq had signed new-

agreements with WHO and UNICEF undertaking to carry out a malaria eradication progranme 

in the course of the coming years. Malaria pilot projects had been started in Ethiopia 

* ^ 

and the Sudan and work was continviing on the TWHO/UNICEF-assisted project in Somaliland, 

Co-ordination of both administrative and technical matters had been assisted by the 

Inter-regional Malaria Conference for Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean held in 

Athens, as well as by the ad hoc advisory committee held afterwards； nevertheless, 

many administrative problems still remained to be solved. 

He was glad to inform the Board that it had recently become possible to initiate 

a health service for Yemen. A health centre was in the process of establishment at 

Sanaa; whereas health facilities had previously beaa confined to the establishment of 

one or two hospitals in the main towns, that new centre would serve as a nucleus and 

as an ambulatory curative service for the people of the town. It would also serve 

as a training centre for different types of auxiliary staff for the future expansion 

of the health services. , 
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The establishment of the rural health unit in Iraq, although somewhat later th¿m 

hoped f or^ had beeji another important step f or ward
 É
 That project was essentially 

concerned in aiding the Government to develop its health service on a provisional basis, 

both by the establishment of a provisional health administration and by the improvement 

of rural health centres» 

In addition to that and other new projects^ work already established had continued 

at a steady pace, centred on the major subjects of public health administration, 

edtication and training^ and control of the maj or communicable diseases • In 1956， 

considerable emphasis had boen given to the éducation of staff of all types and grades 

in order to provide a sound basis for the expansion of health services. In that 

connexion, he would draw attention to the important regional project for training 

nursos at university I G V G I in Alexandria and to the public health college at Gondar in 

Ethiopia for training auxiliary physicians, nurses and sanitarians to staff new health 

centres in Ethiopia
e
 That institution was serving as a prototype for similar schools 

in Libya^ already started, and in Saudi Arabia, to be started in 1957• For countries 

having no medical schools of their own, the practice was to award Icpg-tarm fellowships 

to medical students, and at the present time no fewer than 28 students from Ethiopia^ 

Libya^ Saudi Arabia and Yemen were studying under that programme
9 

Two seminars had been planned for the last quarter of 1956• The first, a seminar 

in environmental sanitation convened in Beirut^ had achieved a considerable measure of 

success although its duration had been curtailed to five days» The second^ on maternal 

and child health, was to have boen convened in Cairo in November but had unfortunately 

had to be postponed» It was hoped, to find moans to hold that seminar in 1957* 



The technical staff of the Regional Office had been considerably strengthened 

during the year and, for the first time in a number of years, the staffing situation 

had greatly eased. The Board had received, under item 7.6 of the agenda, a 

special report on the eirergency measures taken in the Eastern Mediterranean Region 

following recent events. It was only necessary for him to add at the present 

juncture that the programme for the last quarter of the year had been seriously 

disturbed and that the field programme in certain areas had been temporarily 

suspended. Since 12 November, the Regional Office had been ten^orarily functioning 

at Headquarters, though a skeleton staff had been kept in Alexandria, but it was 

hoped that the Regional Office would soon be moved back. 

Professor P^RISOT greatly appreciated the report just made by the Regional 

Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, as well as the documentation provided. The 

Board had heard not only a review of the activities over the past year but also an 

outline of the development of that office's activities since 1949, as well as the 

conclusions drawn therefrom, which would point the way for future planning. That 

method of assessing the results of the work undertaken over a period of years was 

excellent, and indeed the other Regional Directors had already said that they wished 

to follow such a procedure whereby Members of the Region would be able clearly to 

follow progress made and the Regional Director concerned would receive guidance. 

Certain aspects of the programme implemented in the Region struck him as 

particularly interesting, namely, projects concerned with regionalization, health 

education of the public, and the development of statistical services in the various 

countries； indeed, it was gratifying to note that similar stress had been laid on 

such important aspe ets of health work by the reports from the other regions. He 
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had welcomed the stress laid on environmental sanitation, which had been chosen as 
i 

the subject for technical discussion in 1957. Attention should also be drawn to 

the programme undertaken for malaria eradication and to the measures for technical 

and administrative co-ordination and research on insect resistance. 

The present session of the Executive Board would be the last occasion on which 

Br Shousha would be presenting that region's report. He wished, therefore
y
 personally 

to extend his sincere congratulations to Dr Shousha for the work h€ had achieved, 

thanks to his great technical and organizing abilities as well as to his experience 

and devotion to duty. He was sure that the Board would also wish to commend him 

and to express its gratitude for the effective contribution he had mad6 to "WHO
1

 s 

work in the region for which he had been responsible. 

Dr PHARAON congratulated the Regional Director on his remarkable achievements 

in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. He took the occasion to pay homage to 

Dr Shousha
1

 s loyalty and integrity,which had not only serv6d the interests of the 

Region but of the Organization as a whole• He was sure that Dr Taba, the Regional 

Director designate, would in his new office continue to show the qualities of 

intelligence and loyalty which had already gained him the appreciation and sympathy 

of all Members of the Region. 

Dr EL-CHATTI commended the Regional Director on his clear and comprehensive 

report of the activities undertaken in the Region, which were such striking evidence 

of his creative gifts, appreciated by all. The work undertaken under his leadership 

over the past seven years had been extremely valuable to all countries in the Region 

and the esteem felt for him was clearly shown in the terras of the resolution contained 



on page 29 of the report. He would take the opportunity of associating himself 

with that mark of appreciation and of expressing his regret at Dr Shousha's 

imminent departure. He was sure that his successor would carry on the Organization's 

work in the same spirit, 

Th6 technical discussions on health education of the public had been most useful. 

He would also praise the wbrk being accomplished by ЦШМ and UNICiSF} it was 

unfortunate that the activities of the former were hampered by the limited funds at 

its disposal. 

He saw no reference in the report to any item relating to the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy. The Region would be extremely interested in any projects relating 

to atomic energy, as it was a region with great potentialities as well as great needs； 

he considered that it might be desirable to include some activity in that sphere in 

future. 

Dr JAFAR considered that Dr Shousha had worked in the truly under-developed 

region of the Eastern Mediterranean as a pioneer and that he had applied himself 

wholeheartedly to his difficult task. He hsd laid the foundations of the public 

health services in many countries and in so doing had displayed great tact, and it 

was no exaggeration to say that he had won the affection of all public health workers 

in that area. Dr Shousha was a great leader and public health worker and had proved 

a great ambassador of WHO in that difficult region, 

Dr RáE sincerely associated himself with the remarks made by the previous 

speakers. There could be no doubt that Dr Shousha had qualities of leadership 

which had been amply demonstrated. 



Dr PURI joined with other members of the Board in congratulating the Regional 

Director on his excellent report and on the progress he had achieved in spite of 

considerable difficulties, thus showing his mature capacities as a public health 

for him had been clearly shown in the worker. The esteem and affection felt 

tributes already paid. Dr Shousha had 

its inception and he expressed the hope 

been associated with the Organization since 

that he would continue to take an interest 

in the work of the Organization and that his advice would always be available• 

Dr SUAREZ had had occasion to know and appreciate Dr Shousha and his work 

for many years and he associated himself with the Members of the Region in the 

regret they felt at the departure of such a wiçe and experienced Director. He 

was convinced that Dr Taba would be a worti^ successor to him. 

The СНАПОШ said he would like to be personally associated with the tributes 

which so many speakers had paid to Dr Shousha, whom he had known for many years. 

He hoped at the same time that the Organization would continue to benefit from 

Dr Shousha
f

 s collaboration, 

Dr SHOUSHA, replying to the point raised regarding possible projects connected 

with the peaceful uses of atomic energy, said that the only activity hitherto 

undertaken in that field had been the award, of fellowships on treatment by isotopes 

following a request from the Governments of Egypt and Lebanon. The Regional 

Office would of course co-operate in meeting any requests from Members in the 

Region in connexion with such work. 



It was extremely difficult for him to reply to the kind remarks made about 

him. He had always considered it a pleasure and. an honour to work for the 

Organization, He recalled his long-standing connexion with the World Health 

Organization dating from his participation 1л the Technical Preparatory Committee, 

which had been responsible in 1946 for draftiag the Organization's Constitution. 

He deeply appreciated the co-operation and sympathy shown him at all times by 

countries in the Region, without which he would have been unable to carry on his 

work. He also wished to express his gratitude for the assistance given him by 

the past and present Directors-General, Dr Chisholm and Dr Cand.au，and by the 

Deputy Director-General, as well as for the support and directives he had received 

from members of the Board. 

He assured the Board that his relationship with the Organization could never 

Ъе severed as he regarded it as a mission which would always be part of h m . 

The DIRECTQR-GEI^SRAL said that he would not ；join with members of the Board in 

taking leave of Dr Shousha,not only because Dr Shousha would be remaining in office 

for some months yet,but also because he knew he could always count on Dr Shousha's 

advice in the future. On behalf of the Secretariat, he expressed his appreciation 

of the tributes paid to the Regional Director by the Board. The value of 

Dr Shousha« s work had always been recognized by the Secretariat and he himself 

had greatly appreciated his counsel. 

D r
 EL-CHâTTI was grateful for the Regional Director's reply on activities 

relating to the peaceful uses of atomic e n e r ^ . He would venture to say that, 

while he was fully aware that the Organization was ready to meet requests by 
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Member States,it would be desirable that developing countries should be given 

guidance and leadership by Regional Directors, who might point the way towards new 

fields in respect of which their requests would bring them great benefits. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

NOTES the report of Sub-Committee A of the sixth session of the Regional 

Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean. • 

Decision: The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB19.R29), 

2 , APPOINTMSiT OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR F:JR THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN: 
Item 7.5.1 of the Agenda (Documents EB19/25 and Add.l) 

The DIRECTOR-GENJRAL informed the Board that it would be necessary, b y virtue 

of the provisions of resolution EB17.R6, for it to take a decision regarding the 

extension of Dr Shousha's contract as Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, 

with regard to íáiich it would no doubt wish to take onto consideration the view 

expressed by Sub-Committee A in the second operative paragraph of the resolution 

contained 011 page 29 of its report. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the following draft resolution for the consideration of 

the Board: 

The Executive Board, 

Considering Article 52 of the Constitution, 

Considering resolution EB17.R6 adopted by the Executive Board at its 

seventeenth session, 

AUTHORIZES the Director-General further to extend the appointment of 

Dr A . T . Shousha as Regional Director, Eastern Mediterranean Region, from 

1 February 1957 to 31 August 1957. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB19.R30). 



The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to proceed to the consideration of the appoint-

ment of the Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean from 1 September 1957. 

Tte DIREOTOR-GENSRAL drew the attention of the Board to Article 52 of the 

Constitution -dealing with the appointment of regional directors - which he read. 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the resolution of 3ub-0oiranittee A of the 

Regional Committee, reproduced in document EB19/23 (page 29) and to document 

EBI9/25 Add.l, containing a oorarounication from the. Government of Israel in which 

that Goveroment informed the Director-General of its support of the proposal that 

Dr A.H, Taba be appointed. 

He invited comments from the Board> but since none were forthcoming he 

considered that the Board was fully satisfied that Article 52 of. the Constitution 

had been observed. He took it therefore that the Board wished to follow the 

proposal of Sub-Coramittee A of the Regional Committee of the Eastern liediterranean, 

which had been supported by the Government of Israel. He therefore proposed the 

following resolution： 

The Executive Board 

Considering Article 52 of the Constitution, 

Having taken cognizance of resolution EI4/HC6A./R23 of 3ub-Committee A 

of the Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean adopted at its 

1956 session) 

Noting that no corresponding session of Sub-Committee В of the Regional 

Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean hae taken place in 1956, 

Considering the communication of 31 December 1956 from the Government of 

Israel relating to the appointment of a Regional Director, 



It CONSIDERS that the requirements of Article 52 of the Constitution have 

been fully metj 

2. APPOIi\iTS Dr A . H, Taba as Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region, such appointment to become effective as from 1 September 1957j and, 

3. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to issue him a contract for five years 

from 1 September 1957> subject to the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules and 

at the salary of & 15 ООО previously established for Regional Directors* 

Decision: The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB19tR31)• 

The CHAIRMAN conveyed the Board
1

 s best wishes to Dr Taba and hoped that he 

would pursue the work so ably initiated by Dr Shousha. 

Зш REPORT ON THE EIGHTH SESSION OF THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE AMERICAS/ 
IX MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL OF PASO s Item 7.2 of the Agenda 

(Document EB19/28) (continued from the sixth meeting, section 2)• 

• 

Dr SUARAZ congratulated the Regional Director on an excellent report and paid 

tribute to the work carried out in the Region, The Regional Office was faced with 

an enormous task since most Latin American countries were in full spate of develop-

ment and population movements, coupled with the entry of immigrants, were creating 

public health problems, but the funds at its disposal were liinited^ 

He emphasized the need for establishing closer ties between the Regional 

Office and WHO. 

He noted that the annual report of the Director covered 121 health projects in 

communicable diseases, public-health administration， and education and training, and 

that 45 of them wore operating internationally in more than one country of the 
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continent, He -welcomed the increase in the number of fellowships to 39〇 in the 

first eleven months of 1955
?
 from 319

 i n

 the preceding year
?
 and observed that in 

addition 93 fellows had come from other regions for training in the Americas., Be 

hoped th@r© would be a greater degree of interchange between Latin America and 

otbêr regions so that fellows could benefit from the ехрег±шсе gained in other 

part^ of th© world, particularly in the preparation of besüth service plans• 

Finally, h© stressed the importance of the problem of rural healthy 

Dr MOORS said that though he had not previously comented on any of th© other 

Regional Committee reports
}
 he wished to take the present opportunity of joining 

other members in praising the form of th© reports^ and the accounts they gave of 

the way in which regional programmes had been handled. They told an inspiring 

story of campaigns against suffering and disease and showed promise of ever-

growing success which augured well for the future of the Organization^ He also 

associated himself with the tributes paid to Dr Shousha for his valuable contri-

bution to WHOî s work, 

He agreed with Dr Sxxirez that it was necessary to establish closer links 

between the Americas and 丽CU 

Thanking the Deputy Regional Director for the Americas for his able presenta-

tion of the report, ho wished tc draw attention to two points, though they would 

undoubtedly be taken up again later under items 9«1〇 and 2
0
1 of the Agenda. First 

h© noted (Annex 1 of the report) that resolution XVTI, adopted by the Directing 

Council of PASO, raised an important question of principle
r
 because it inçlied a 

threat of independent action by a regional committee outside the authority of th© 
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Executive Board； the Health Assembly, or the Iftiited Nations itself, Secondly, he 

wondered whether the Regional Director had any suggestions to offer for inçrovements 

in the day-to-day operation and administration of programmes in connexion with the 

recoraoendation contained in paragraph 3 of resolution XXVIII, on future studies on 

regionalization by the WHO Executive Board. 

Dr GOIJZAIEZ
f
 Deputy Regional Director for the Americas, said in connexion with 

a point raised by Dr Diaz Coller at the previous meeting, that as was indicated in 

Annex 2f Appendix A , Part II, section 1 of the report, the Office of Co-ordination 

was the instrument of the Regional Director for centralizing and co-ordinating 

relations with other agencies
 9
 such as the Regional Office of UNICEF, for the 

carrying out of the aonçlicated administration of the United Nations Technical 

Assistance Programme and for maintaining liaison with the technical co-operation 

urogranimes of the Organization of American ¿tatas
#
 Those duties occupied a great 

deal of time of the Office of the Director, but as had frequently been pointed out 

were essential if the Organization was to fulfil its co-ordinating role* 

He assured Dr Juárez that a start had been made to increase the exchange of 

students between Latin America and other regions
 e 

Dr Йооге
1

 s first question might perhaps be more appropriately taken up under 

item 9Д0, and he would confine himself to informing the Board of the Regional 

Directorí s concern about the difficulty of recruiting international staff of the 

highest calibre because salary conditions were insufficiently attractive• It 

would be noted that the Directing Council of PASO in its resolution XVII recommended 

that, if the United Nations failed to authorize a more favourable system of salaries
; 



the Ш0 Executive Board should invoke its authority vuader Staff Regulation 3,2, so 

as to permit a deviation from the United Nations scale to suit WHOis requirements « 

With regard to organizational studies, he pointed eut that the Directing Counoil 

had indicated i» its resolution XXVIII that though г в g i m a l i z at ion and decentraliza-

tion had reached a fairly advanced stage
 r
 there was still room for iiïçrovement in 

order to increase the effectiveness of international health progreenoes and redu»« 

their costs, 

In oonclusim he stated that í-ir Síe¿el, who had. attended meetings of the 

Directing Оогшоil/a©gional Conbittee, would be more competent to answer 

Dr Diaz Ooller‘s question concerning pension fund payments. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, said that the answer to Dr•Diaz Coller'з question as to what arrangements 

were made for payments out of the p^neion fund to persons employed for a period of 

less than five years was provided in the report dealing with the review of salaries, 

allowances and benefits
 t
 and amendments to ataff rules (document БВ19/51). As the 

question was related to the proposals for revisions in the Staff Rules taken as a 

whole, it might better be taken up under item 9*1°/
 e s

 well as the question raised 

• by Dr Moore. At the present stage he would eonfine himself to stating that the 

aim of the amendment to the rulee was to achieve a single ini^grated system. 

The ОЕШОШ ‘ thanked tho Deputy Regional Director for bis presentation of the 

Regional Coramittee's report» 
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Не then proposed the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

NOTES the reports on the 1956 sessions of the following Ш0—regional 

coi»aittee8 : 

fl) Regional Committee for Africa, sixtii session; 

(2) Regional Committee for the Americas, ninth meeting of the 

Directing Council of the Pan American oanitary Organization, eighth 

session of the R e g i m a l Committee; 

(3) Regional Committee for South-East Asia, ninth session; 

, (4) Regional Coir<mittee for Europe, sixth session; and 

(5) Regional Committee for the Western Paoific, seventh session. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution 3B19/R25), 

4. ТШТН OF WHO: P H E P A M T I O N OF HEPCHTS M D PUBLIOATICWS: 

Item 6.1 of the Agenda (Documen-feЕВХ9/50 and Add.ll 

j^EMGEMENTS POR SPECIAL TENTH AliNIVERSiiRY SESSION (IN EELàTION TO THE 

SEGUL/Я SESSim OF THE WORLD HEALIH ASSEMBLY) : Item 6.2 of the Agenda 

The CHAIRMAN opened the discussion on items 6.1 and 6.2, which he felt might 

appropriately be taken together. 

Dr DOHOLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that the Director-General, in 

pursuance of the Executive Board•s request at its eighteenth session,had sought the 

views of Member Jtates concerning the holding of a special anniversary session, 

the Ninth World Health Assembly having in its resolution Ш19.28 decided that the 

tenth anniversary of WHO should be celebrated Document ЕВ19/50 reproduced the 



questionnaire sent to governments, a list of projects in preparation or planned in 

the field of public information, a summary of the replies from governments, and， in 

Annex IIj the general plan of a special anniversary volume. He also drew the B o a r d s 

attention to document ЕВ19/50 Add.l, containing a ccxmmunication from the Government 

of the United States of America, which was self-explanatory• 

Dr CLARK considered that the first and most important point to decide was 

whether a separate anniversary session was to be held. He noted that quite a 

number of goverments favoured that solution and it would be interesting to know 

whether any further replies had been received since 30 November 1956. He 

himself， however^ was not in favour of a special session because it would 

inevitably be costly and there was no justification for diverting funds from 

W H O
f

s main task of improving standards of health and helping to build up health 

services. It was becoming increasingly evident at each Health Assembly that the 

scope of that task was increasing but funds were not keeping step with demand• 

He accordingly suggested that the tenth anniversary be marked by a dignified and 

simple ceremony of commemoration as part of the proceedings of the eleventh 

regular session. If the proposed anniversary publications could be ready by that 

time they would constitute a fitting memento to ten years
1

 work and a suitable 

basis for reviewing past activities and achievements as well as future developments® 

Dr MOORE whole-heartedly endorsed Dr Clark^ s views and found his suggestion 

admirable. He, too, believed it would be most appropriate and valuable to 

consider at the eleventh session the results of the past ten years
r

 work and 

future lines of action. He welcomed the proposals for special publications to 

mark the occasion. 
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Professor PARISOT agreed with the two previous speakers and felt that a few 

days during the Eleventh Health Assembly could be devoted to celebrating the 

tenth anniversary and that they would not involve heavy expenditure. Anniversary 

publications would help in evaluating what had been accomplished and in acquainting 

the public with WHO'S purposes and work。 

T h
e DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said in reply to Dr Clark's question that replies 

from two governments had been received since 30 November, one in favour of holding 

a special session before the Eleventh Health Assembly in the same place, and the . 

other opposing that course。 Moreover, in the opinion of the latter a proposal 

for a special session seemed to go beyond the intention of resolution ¥HA9,28, 

The same governinent favoured a simple ceremony during the Health Assembly and 

stated that if there must be a special session it should be held in the same 

place and immediately before the Eleventh Health Assembly, which the government 

in question presumed would be held at Geneva. 

Dr JAFAR supported Dr Clark's suggestion, particularly because, quite apart 

from financial considerations, persons interested in and closely concerned with 

ШЮ丨 s
 W
o r k could not be away too long from their own duties at home and considerable 

demands were already being made upon their time by the regular sessions of the 

Assembly and perhaps the Board and committees. 

D r
 r a e also agreed with Dr Clark, as it was undesirable to divert funds 

from 丽 0
1

 s essential work. 
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Dr EL-CHA.TTI endorsed Dr Clark»s views because although he felt that the 

anniversary ought to be celebrated, expenditure should be kopt to a minimum. 

The СНЛ1Ш価 noted, thai a somewhat strange situation had arisen. Thirty-

three governments had expressed themselves in favour of a special session, with 

twelve against, yet the foregoing discussion seemed to suggest that all members 

of the Board were opposed to a special session. 

Professor PARISOT did not think there was any real difference of opinion. If 

two or perhaps three days at the Eleventh World Health Assembly were devoted to 

the anniversary celebration, that could in a sense bo regarded as a special 

session. 

The СБАШШШ asked whether other members would agree with professor 

Parisott3 view» 

Dr JÁPAR agreed with that interpretation
#
 Possibly one day could elapse 

between the special and regular s es j ion, but the main point was that they should 

b© held at tho same time and place. 

Dr PURI asked whether that had not been the original intention, 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that, as could b© seen from the circular sent to 

governments by the Director-General
f
 there were a number of alternative ways of 

celebrating the tenth anniversary
# 
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Dr PURI said that he had gained the impression from the replies to the 

questionnaire that the governments were in the main thinking along the same lines 

as tho Board, 

Dr СШЖ said that his suggestion differed from what Professor Parisot and 

Dr Jafar had in mind. He had not conteirçlated a special session but a short 

ceremony forming part of the proceedings of the World Health Assembly, 

Dr MOODE oonfirraed that his conception had beon the same aa Dr Clark»
3

, 

The ceremony should be accoBçaniod by a thorough review of what had already been 

done and WHOts future prograrflme. 

Professor ЕШ130Т did not detect any significant difference between the two 

views » 

•• The CHAIRMAN said the discussion would be resumed at tho next meeting。 

The meeting rose at 12
а
3〇 Р«Шо 

‘ • — • •
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1. REPORT ON ШЕ IMPLEMENTATION OF RESOLUTION №17.33, INCLUDING THE REPORT 

OF SUB-COMITTSE A OF THE REGIONAL C O M M I T E S FOR THE SASTERIÍ MSDITERPJIKEAN: 

Item 7.5 of the Agenda (Resolutions Ш17%33 and Wlil9,53； Documents EB19/^3 

and Corr.l, E B 1 9 A 4 and Corr.l, EB19/24 Add.l) 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL introduced his report on the action taken to inplement 

resolution WHA7.33 (document EB19/24 and. Corr-1), The correspondence exchanged 

with governments of the Region was included in the annexes to that report. He 

also called attention to the communication from the Government of Israel 

(document EB19/2.Л Add. 1) which the Board wovCLd. wish, to take into consideration in 

conjunction with its study of the report. 

The СН/ИШШ said that, in accordance with Rule 3 of the Rules of Procedure 

of the Executive Board, Member States of the Eastern Mediterranean Region had been 

asked by the Director-General whether they wished to be represented at the present 

meeting. The Government of Israel had replied in the affirmative. He 

accordingly invited the representative of Israel to make a statement if he so 

desired. 

Mr IÜ1E.1NY (Israel) thanked the Chairman for giving him the opportunity to 

speak. His Government had requested him to attend the meeting in case any points 

arose on which he could give further clarification. He had, however, nothing to 

add at present to his Governments written communication. 

The C H A I B M N suggested that, no member having expressed a wish to comment on 

the report under consideration, the Board should adopt the following resolution: 



The Executive Board 

1 NOTES the report of the Director-General on the implementing of resolution 
Ш47.33 and resolutions ¥HA8.,23 and WHA9.53 of the Eighth and Ninth liorld Health 

Assemblies : 

2. TRANSMITS this report to the Tenth World Health Assembly for such action as 

it may deem advisable. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted. 

Dr SHOUwSHâ, Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, introduced the 

r e p
o r t of the sixth session of Sub-Committee A of the Regional Committee for the 

Eastern Mediterranean (document EB19/23 and. Corr.l). 

Commenting in turn on the introduction and the various parts of the report, he 

noted that the session of Subcommittee A , held in September 1956, had also been 

attended by two new Members, Sudan and Tunisia. As could be seen from Part I, a 

different procedure from formerly had been adopted in that the Regional Director 

i n
 his annual report had mads a general review of the activities of WHO in the Region 

from 1949
3
 when the Regional Office had been established, until mid-1956. He 

thought that a critical review of that type should facilitate future planning. The 

growth of activities in that Region over the entire period was gratifying when it 

w a s
 considered that only three projects had existed in 1949, whereas by the end of 

1955 there had been 109 projects in operation and 792 fellowships of different types 

had been awarded. Part I of the report had given rise to much discussion and he 

would draw attention to the reference on page 3 of document EB19/23 to the salient 

points considered. 



Part II of the report contained comments and decisions arising out of resolutions 

of the World Health Assembly, as well as the views of the Sub-Committee on technical 

matters covered by the Region's programme and referred to in the annual report of the 

Regional Director. In connexion with the Sub-Committee
1

 s recommendation, following 

resolution №19.20, that Member States inviting the Committee to meet in their 

territories should make the maximum contribution to the additional cost, he stated 

that the Government of Iran had contributed an amount of more than $ 6500 for the 

session of Sub-Committee Л. He called particular attention to paragraph 1,6 of 

Part II, dealing with reports on the world health situation
?
 where it was noted that 

a sinçilified form of reporting had been adopted as the original information required 

had been considered as being beyond the scope of the existing facilities in the 

countries concerned for compiling statistical data* He added that the question of 

organizing of adequate statistical services, as essential components of public health 

administration services, had been given particular attention in the discussion, as was 

apparent from the reference in Part I of the report. 

The item on future organizational studies Ъу the Executive Board, referred to in 

paragraph 1.7, had also been the subject of lengthy discussion; the consensus had 

been that, as far as the Eastern Mediterranean Region was concerned, direct contact 

with the Regional Office was preferable to the appointment of area representatives. 

An item relating to the rights and obligations of Associate Members (paragraph 1*10) 

had been postponed as at present the Region did not include any Associate Members. 

The problem of drug addiction (paragraph 2.1) had been the subject of thorough 

discussion and he would call particular attention to the views expressed by the Sub-

Committee on that point. The suggestion had been made that assistance might be given 

by experts^ and also in consultation with FAO, on other crops to replace the 

cultivation of the opium poppy, which had been banned by the Iranian Government, 



Paragraph 3 related to the technical discussions and the full technical report 

mentioned therein, the preparation of which had been interrupted by circumstances 

arising out of the international situation, was now being processed and would very 

shortly be ready for distribution to the Members in the Region. Further, he would 

draw attention.to the two draft resolutions concerning technical discussions 

contained on page 27 of the report. 

He then stressed the views expressed by the Sub-Committee on the technical 

matters under section 4, in particular on malaria, leprosy, public health services 

and statistics, maternal and child health and on environmental sanitation, which last 

matter had always been a particularly important question in the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region, Recommendations regarding poliomyelitis also called for emphasis since that 

disease was becoming endemic in certain parts of the Region, Under section 6 he noted 

that, in connexion with the work of UNRWA, a recommendation had been made suggesting 

that the health officer concerned should be assigned to the Regional Office, He also 

drew attention to paragraph 8 stating that the Subcommittee had decided to meet in 

Baghdad in 1958. 

He recalled that for its study of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 

1958, as well as for the consideration of the adjustments necessary to the programme 

and budget for 1957, the Sub-Committee had constituted itself a sub-division of the 

whole. The Sub-Committee had also considered the supplementary programme, as well 

as the proposed inter-country and inter-regional programmes for 1957 and 1958* The 

various comments made ty Members of the Region on the programme and budget generally 

had been taken into account in arriving at the recommendatians submitted by the 

Director-General, 

Part IV, containing the resolutions adopted by the Sub-Committee, and Part 4, 

relating to the nomination of the Regional Director, should also be particularly noted. 



The latter question would be considered under another item of the agenda* 

With regard to the work accomplished in the Eastern Mediterranean Region in 1956； 

he emphasized that in spite of the international situation the year had been one of 

intense activity for the Organization, 

One important aspect of the regional programme in which progress had been made was 

malaria control» A s the Board was aware, plans had been drawn up for malaria eradicatio 

in the block of countries extending from the Mediterranean coast to the borders of 

Pakistan and including Lebanon^ Israel^ Syria, Jordan^ Iraq and Iran, ThQ Organization 

had provided direct advisory services during the year to all those countries, except 

Israel, to which a special consultant would be assigned earl^ in 1957» The countries 

had intensified their own activities and during the year Syria and Iraq had signed new 

agreements with WHO and UNICEF undertaking to carry out a malaria eradication programme 

in the course of the coming years» Malaria pilot projects had been started in Ethiopia 

and the Sudan and work was continuing on the WHO/UNICEF-assisted project in Somaliland
e 

Co-ordination of both administrative and technical matters had been assisted by the 

ûïter-Eegional Malaria Conference for Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean held in 

Athens, as well as by the ad hoc advisory committee held afterwards； nevertheless
¿ 

many administrative problems still remained to be solved. 

He was glad to inform the Board that it had recent]^ become possible to initiate 

a health service for Yemen, A health centre was in the process of establishment at 

Sanaa; whereas health facilities had previously besa confined to the establishment of 

one or two hospitals in the main towns, that new centre would serve as a nucleus and 

as an ambulatory curative service for the people of the town. It would also serve 

as a training centre for different types of auxiliary staff for the futtre expansion 

of the health services о 



The establishment of the rural health unit in 3raq, although somewhat later than 

hoped for, had been another important step forward. That project was essentially 

concerned in aiding the Government to develop its health service on a provisional basis 

both by the establishraent of a provisional health administration and by the i^rovement 

of rural health centres. 

In addition to that and other new projects, work already established had continued 

at a steady pace, centred on the major subjects of public health administration, 

educatipn an4 training, and control of the major conmmnicable diseases
e
 In 1956， 

considerable emphasis had been given to the education of staff of all types and grades 

in order to provide a sound basis for the expansion of health services. In that 

connexion, he would draw attention to the important regional project for training 

nurses at university level in Alexandria and to the public health college at Gondar in 

Ethiopia far training auxiliary physicians, nurses and sanitarians to staff new health 

centres in Ethiopia. That institution was serving as a prototype for similar schools 

in Libya, already started, and in Saudi Arabia, to be started in 1957, For countries 

having no medical schools of their own, the practice was to award I r ^ ^ t a ^ & > n c w s h i
P
s 

to medical students, and at the present time no fewer than 28 students from Ethiopia, 

Libya, Saudi Arabia and Yemen were studying under that programme. 

Two seminars had been planned for the last quarter of 1956. The first, a seminar 

in environmental sanitation convened in Beirut, had achieved a considerable measure of 

success although its duration had been curtailed to five days. The second, on maternal 

and child health, was to have been convened in Cairo in November but had unfortunately 

had to be postponed. It was hoped to find means to hold that seminar in 1957. 



The technical staff of the Regional Office had been considerably strengthened 

during the year and, for the first time in a number of years, the staffing situation 

had greatly eased. The Board had received, under item 7,6 of the agenda, a 

special report on the emergency measures taken in the Eastern Mediterranean Region 

following recent events, It was only necessary for him to add at the present 

juncture that the programme for the last quarter of the year had been seriously 

disturbed and that the field programme in certain areas had been temporarily 

suspended. Since 12 November, the Regional Office had been temporarily functioning 

at Headquarters, though a skeleton staff had been kept in Alexandria, but it was 

hoped that the Regional Office would soon be moved back. 

Professor PaRISOT greatly appreciated the report just made by the Regional 

Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, as well as the documentation provided. The 

Board had heard not only a review of the activities over the past year but also an 

outline of the development of that office's activities since 1949, as well as the 

conclusions drawn therefrom, which would point the way for future planning. That 

method of assessing the results of the work undertaken over a period of years was 

excellent, and indeed the other Regional Directors had already said that they wished 

to follow such a procedure whereby Members of the Region would be able clearly to 

follow progress made and the Regional Director concerned would receive guidance. 

Certain aspects of the programme implemented in the Region struck him as 

particularly interesting, namely, projects concerned with regionalization, health 

education of the public, and the developingnt of statistical services in the various 

countries； indeed, it was gratifying to note that similar stress had been laid on 

such important aspects of health work by the reports from the other regions. He 



had welcomed the stress laid on environmental sanitation, which had been chosen as 

the subject for technical discussion in 1957. Attention should also be drawn to 

the programme undertaken for malaria eradication and to the measures for technical 

and administrative co-ordination and research on insect resistance. 

The present session of the Executive Board would be the last occasion on which 

Dr Shousha would be presenting that regiones report. He wished, therefore^ personally 

to extend his sincere congratulations to Dr Shousha for the work he had achieved, 

thanks to his great technical and organizing abilities as well as to his experience 

and devotion to duty. He was sure that the Board would also wish to commend him 

and to express its gratitude for the effective contribution he had made to WHO
1

 s 

work in the region for which he had been responsible. 

Dr PHARAON congratulated the Regional Director on his remarkable achievements 

in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. lie took the occasion to pay homage to 

Dr Shousha
f

s loyalty and integrity which had not only served the interests of the 

Region but of the Organization as a whole。 He was sure that Dr Taba； the Regional 

Director designate, would in his new office, continue to show the qualities of 

intelligence and loyalty which had already gained him the appreciation and sympathy 

of all Members of the Region, 

Dr EL-CHATTI commended the Regional Director on his clear and comprehensive 

report of the activities undertaken in the Region， which were such striking evidence 

of his creative gifts， appreciated by all. The work undertaken under his leadership 

over the past seven years had been extremely valuable to all countries in the Region 

and the esteem felt for him was clearly shown in the terms of the resolution contained 



on page 29 of the report» He would take the opportunity of associating himself 

with that mark of appreciation and of expressing his regret at Dr Shousha's 

imminent departure. He was sure that his successor would carry on the Organization's 

•work in the same spirit » 

The technical discussions on health education of the public had been most useful. 

He would also praise the work being accomplished by ШША and UNICEF； it was 

unfortunate that the activities of the former were hampered by the limited funds at 

its disposal. 

He saw no reference in the report to any item relating to the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy. The Region would be extremely interested to any projects relating 

to atomic energy, as it v;as a region with great potentialities as well as great needs； 

he considered that it might be desirable to include some activity ш that sphere in 

futiire. 

Dr JAFAR considered that Dr Shousha had worked in i:he truly under-developed 

region of the Eastern Mediterranean as a pioneer and that he had applied himself 

wholeheartedly to his difficult task. He had laid the foundations of the public 

health services in many countries and in so doing had displayed great tac.fe, and it 

w a s
 no exaggeration to say that he had won the affection of all publ:.c health workers 

m that area. Dr Shousha was a great leader and public health worker and had proved 

a great ambassador of WHO in that difficult region. 

Dr RÁE stocerely associated himself with the remarks made by the previous 

speakers» There could be no doubt that Dr Shousha had qualities of leadership 

which had been amply demonstrated。 



Dr PURI joined with other members of the Board in congratulating the Regional 

Director on his excellent report and on the progress he had achieved in spite of 

considerable difficulties, thus showing his mature capacities as a public health 

worker. The esteem and affection felt for him had been clearly shown in the 

tributes already paid. Dr Shousha had been associated with the Organization since 

its üiception and he expressed the hope that he would continue to take an interest 

in the work of th6 Organization and that his advice would always be available. 

Dr SUAREZ had had occasion to know and appreciate Dr Shousha and his work 

for many years and he associated himself with the Members of the Region in the 

regret they felt at the departure of such a wise and. experienced Director. He 

was convinced that Dr Taba would be a worthy successor to. him, 

The CHAIRMAN said he would like to be personally associated, with the tributes 

which so many speakers had paid to Dr Shousha, whom he had known for many years. 

He hoped at the same time that the Organization would continue to benefit from 

Dr Shousha‘s collaboration. 

� Г 

Dr SHOUSHA, replying to th6 point raised regarding possible projects connected 

with the peaceful uses of atomic energy, said that the only activity hitherto 

undertaken in that field had been the award of fellowships on treatment by isotopes 

following a request from the Governments of Egypt and Lebanon. The Regional 

Office would of course co-operate In meeting any requests from Members in the 

Region in connexion with such work. 



It was extremely difficult for him to reply to the kind, remarks ntíde about 

him. He had always considered it a pleasure and an honour to work for the 

Organization, He recalled his long-standing connexion with the World Health 

(^>ganization dating from his participation in the Technical Preparatory Conunittee, 

which had been responsible in 1946 for drafting the Organization's Constitution. 

He deeply appreciated the co-operation and sympathy shown him at all times by 

countries in the Region, without which he would have been unable to carry on his 

work. He also wished to express his gratitude for the assistance given him by 

the past and present Directors^General, Dr Chlsholm and Dr Candau, and by the 

Deputy Director-General, as well as for the support and directives he had rsceived 

from, members of the Board, 

He assured the Board that his relationship with the Organization could never 

be severed as he regarded it as a mission which would always be part of him. 

The DIRECTOR-GMERAI said that he would not join with membere of the Board in 

taking leave of Dr Shousha not only because Dr Shousha would be remaining in office 

for some months yet but also because he knew he could always count on Dr Shousha's 

advice in the future. On behalf of the Secretariat, he expressed his appreciation 

of the tributes paid to the Regional Director by the Board. The value of 

Dr Shousha's work had always been recognized by the Secretariat and he himself 

had greatly appreciated his counsel. 

Dr EL-GHÁTTI was grateful for the Regicnal Director's reply on activities 

relating to the peaceful uses of atomic energy. He would venture to say that, 

while he was fully aware that the Organization was ready to meet requests by 



Member States it would be desirable that developing countries should b€ given 

guidance and leadership by Regional Directors^ who might point the way towards new 

fields in respeet of which their requests would bring them great benefits. 

The CHkIRMAN proposed the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board^ 

NOTES the report of Sub-Committee A of the sixth session of the Regional 

Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted. 

2 , APPOINTMENT OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR F-Ж THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN: 
Item 1р5Л of the Agenda (Documents EB19/25 and Add,l) 

The DIRECTOR-GEN iRAIi informed the Board that it would be necessary, by virtue 

of the provisions of resolution EB17.R6, for it to take a decision regarding the 

extension of Dr Shousha
1

 s contract as Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean 

with regard to i^iich it would nd doubt wish to take into consideration the view 

expressed by Sub-Conmiittee A in the second operative paragraph of the resolution 

contained on page 29 of its report. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the following draft resolution for the consideration of 

the Board : 

The Executive Board, 

Considering Article 52 of the Constitution, 

Considering resolution EB17.R6 adopted by the Executive Board at its 

seventeenth session^ 

AUTHORIZES the Director-General further to extend the appointment of 

Dr A . T . Shousha as Regional Director^ Eastern Mediterranean Region, from 

1 February 1957 to 31 August 1957. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted. 



The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to proceed to the consideration of the appoint-

meat of the Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean from 1 September 1957’ 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL drew the attention of the Board to Article 52 of the 

Constitution -dealing with the appointment of regional directors 一 which he read. 

The CHAIRMM drew attention to the resolution of Sub—Committee A of the 

Regional Committee, reproduced in document EBI9/23 (page 29) and to document 

EB19/25 Add.l, containing a comimxtiication from the. Government of Israel in which 

that Government informed the Director-General of its support of the proposal that 

Dr A.H, Taba be appointed. 

He invited comments from the Board, but since none were forthcoming he 

considered that the Board was fully satisfied that Article 52 of the Constitution 

had been observed. He took it therefore that the Board wished to follow the 

proposal of Sub-Conmittee A of the Regional Committee of the Eastern Mediterranean, 

w h
i c h had been supported by the Government of Israel, He therefore proposed the 

following resolution: 

The Executive Board 

Considering ijrticle 52 of the Constitution, 

Having taken cognizance of resolution EM/RC6A./R23 of ¿ub-Coramittee A 

of the Regional Coiranittee for the Eastern Mediterranean adopted at its 

1956 session, 

Noting that no corresponding session of Sub-Committee В of the Regional 

Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean has taken place in 1956, 

Considering the communication of 31 December 1956 from the Government of 

Israel relating to the appclntment of a Regional Director, 



1, CONSIDERS that the requirements of Article 52 of the Constitution have 

been fully met; 

• 2� APPOINTS Dr A
0
 Taba as Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region^ such appointment to become effective as from 1 September 1957; and, 

3
6
 AUTHORIZES the Director—General to issue him a contract for five years 

from 1 September 1957; subject to the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules and 

at the salary of V 15 000 previously established for Regional Directors众 

Deoisicn: The resolution was adopted
л 

The CHAIRMAIJ conveyed the Board『3 best wishes to Dr Taba and hoped that he 

would pursue the work so ably initiated by Dr Shousha。 

3» REPORT ON THE EIGHTH SESSION THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE AMERICAS/ 
IX MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COIIWCIL OF VASOt Item 7.2 of the Agenda 
(Document EBI9/28) (Resumed from previous meeting) 

Dr SUAKËZ congratulated the Regional Director on an excellent report and paid 

tribute to the work carried out in the Region
0
 The Regional Office was faced with 

an enormous task since most Latin American countries were in full spate of develop-

ment and population movements
}
 coupled with the entry of immigrants, were creating 

public health problems
;
 but the funds at its disposal were limited^ 

He emphasized the need for establishing closer ties between the Regional 

Office and WHO. 

He noted that the annual report of the Director covered 121 health projects in 

communicable diseases
;
 public-health administration^ and education and training

?
 and 

that 45 of them were operating internationally in more than one country of the 



continent. He welcomed the increase in the number of fellowships to 39°
 i n t h e 

first eleven months of 1955, from 319 in the preceding year, and observed that in 

addition 93 fellows had come from other regions for training in the Americas, He 

hoped there would be a greater degree of interchange between Latin America and 

other regions so that fellows could benefit from the experience gained in other 

parte of the world, particularly in the preparation of health service plans. 

Finally, he stressed the importance of the problem of rural health. 

Dr MOORE said that though he had not previously coiranented. on any of the other 

Regional Committee reports, he wished to take the present opportunity of joining 

other members in praising the form of the reports, and the accounts they gave of 

the way in which regional programmes had been handled. They told an inspiring 

story of campaigns against suffering and disease and showed promise of ever-

growing success which augured well for the future of the Organization. He also 

associated himself with the tributes paid to Dr Shousha for his valuable contri-

bution to WHOI s work. 

He agreed with Dr áuarez that it was necessary to establish closer links 

between the Americas and 丽0麥 

Thanking the Deputy Regional Director for the Americas for his able presenta-

tion of the report, he wished to draw attention to two points, though they would 

undoubtedly be taken up again later under items 9.10 and 2.1 of the Agenda. First 

h© noted (Annex 1 of the report) that resolution XVTI, adopted by the Directing 

Council of PASO, raised an important question of principle, because it implied a 

threat of independent action by a regional committee outside the authority of the 



Executive Board, the Health Assembly, or the United Nations itself. Secondly, he 

wondered whether the Regional Director had any suggestions to offer for irrçrovements 

in the day-to-day operation and administration of programmes in connexion with the 

recommendation contained in paragraph 3 of resolution XXVIII, an future studies on 

regionalization by the "WHO Executive Board. 

Dr GONZALEZ
t
 Deputy Regional Director for the Americas, said in connexion with 

a point raised by Dr Diaz Coller at the previous meeting, that as was indicated in 

Annex 2
f
 Appendix A, Part II, section 1 of the report, the Office of Co-ordination 

was the instrument of the Regional Director for centralizing and co-ordinating 

relations with other agencies, such as the Regional Office of UNICEF, for the 

carrying out of the conçlicated administration of the United Nations Technical 

Assistance Programme and for maintaining liaison with the technical co-operation 

programmes of the Organization of American States. Those duties occupied a great 

deal of time оГ the Office of the Director, but as had frequently been pointed out 

were essential if the Organization was to fulfil its co-ordinating role. 

He assured Dr 3uarez that a start had been made to increase the exchange of 

students between Latin America and other regions, 

Dr Moore's first question might perhaps be more appropriately taken up under 

item 9,10, and he would confine himself to informing the Board of the Regional 

Director•s concern about the difficulty of recruiting international staff of the 

highest calibre because salary conditions were insufficiently attractive» It 

would be noted that the Directing Council of PASO in its resolution XVII recommended 

that, if the United Nations failed to authorize a more favourable system of salaries, 



the Ш0 Executive Board should invoke its authority under Staff Regulation so 

as to permit a deviation from the United Nations scale to suit WHOî s requirements
 л 

With regard to organizational studies
 ;
 he pointed out that the Directing Council 

had indicated in its resolution XXVTII that though regionalization and decentraliza-

tion had reached a fairly advanced stage,、there was still room for improvement Ы 

order to increase the effectiveness of international health programmes and reduce 

their costs, . 

In conclusion he stated that Mr Siegel^ who had attended meetings of the 

Directing Council/Regional Goimidttee； would be more competent to answer 

Dr Diaz Coller ‘ s question concerning pension fund pajments
 ft 

Mr SIEGEL； Assistant Dir ©c tor-Sén er al. Department of Admini s t rati on and 

Finance； said that the answer to Dr Diaz Сэ11ег
!

s question as to what arrangements 

were made for payments out of the pension fund to persons employed for a period of 

less than five years
;
 was provided in the report dealing with the review of salaries 

allowances and benefits
?
 and amendments to staff rules (document EBI9/5I)。As the 

question was related to the proposals for revisions in the Staff Rules taken as a 

whole
;
 it might better be taken up under item 9。1〇, as well as the question raised 

by Dr Moore。 At the present stage he would confine himself to stating that the 

aim of the amendment to the rules was to achieve a single integrated system
P 

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Deputy Regional Director for his presentation of the 

Regional Corranitteeîs reports 



Не then proposed the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

NOTES the reports on the 1956 sessions of the following WHO regional 

committees : 

(1) Regional Committee for Africa, sixth session; 

(2) Regional Committee for the Americas, ninth meeting of the 

Directing Council of the Pan American Sanitary Organization, eighth 

session of the Regional Committee; 

(3) Regional Coiranittee for South-East Asia厂 ninth session; 

(4) Regional Committee for Europe, sixth session; and 

(5) Regional Coiraaittee for the Western Pacific, seventh sessicau 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

4. TEUTH ANNIVERSARY OF WHO: PREPARATION OP REPORTS AND PUBLICikTICNS : 

Item 6Д of the Agenda (Document EBI9/5O and Add.，, 

ARRMGEMENTS FOR SPECIAL TENTH A M I V E R S A R Y SESSION (IN RELATION TO THE 

REGUIAR SESSION OP THE WORLD НЕА1ЛН ASSEMBLY) : Item 6
t
2 of the Agenda 

The CHAIRMAN opened the discussion on items 6
é
l and 6

t
2 , which he felt might 

appropriately be taken together， 

Dr DOROLLE^ Deputy Director-General
}
 said that the Director-General, in 

pursuance of the Executive Board，s request at its eighteenth session,had sought the 

views of Member otates concerning the holding of a special anniversary session^ 

the Ninth World Health Assembly having in its resolution WHA.9,28 decided that the 

tenth anniversary of WHO should be celebrated. Document EBI9/5O reproduced the 



questionnaire sent to governments
;
 a list of projects in preparation or planned in 

the field of public information, a suiramry of the replies from governments, and梦 in 

a r m e x
 2j the general plan of a special anniversary volume. He also drew the Board<s 

attention to document EB].9/5〇 Add J., containing а с отопил! cation from the Government 

of the United States of America, which was s elf-explanatory, 

D
r
 CLABK considered that the first and most important point to decide was 

whether a separate anniversary session was to be held, He noted that quite a 

number of governments favoured that solution and it would be interesting to know 

whether any further replies had Ъееп received since 30 November 1956
e
 His own 

Government, however- was not in favour of a special session because it would 

inevitably be costly and there was no justification for diverting funds from 

Ш01э main task of iirDroTi.ng st^dards of health and helping to build up health 

services。 It was beocming increasingly evident at each Health Assembly that the 

scope of that tack was increasing but funds were not keeping step with denar-d. 

lie accordingly suggested that the tenth anniversary be marked by a dignified and 

single carenony of coranencration as part of the proceedings of the eleventh 

regular session. If the proposed anniversary publications could be ready by that 

time they would, constitute a fitting memento to tea ysars! work and a suitable 

basis for reviewing past a c » i T , i e
3

 and achievements аз well as future developments 

Бг MOOES whole-heartedly endorsed Dr, С lark is vie^is and found his suggestion 

admirable, He^ believed it would be most appropriate and valuable to 

consider at the eleventh session the results of the past ten years； work and 

future lines of action, He welcomed the proposals for special, publications to 

mark the occasion,. 



Professor PARISOT agreed with the two previous speakers and felt that a few 

days during the Eleventh Health Assembly could be devoted to celebrating the 

tenth anniversary and that that would not involve heavy expenditure. Anniversary 

publications would help in evaluating what had been acconç>lished and in acquainting 

the public with VvHCMs purposes and work* 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said in reply to Dr С lark t s question that replies 

from two governments had been received since 3〇 November, one in favour of holdijog 

a special session before the Eleventh Health Assembly in the same place, and the 

other opposing that course<» Moreover； in the opinion of the latter a proposal 

for a special session seemed to go beyond the intention of resolution wHA9*28
f 

Th© same government favoured a simple ceremony during the Health Assembly and 

stated that if there must be a special session it should b© held in the same 

place and immediately before the Eleventh Eoalth Assembly, which the government 

in question presumed would be held at Geneva, 

Dr JAPAR supported Dr Clark^s suggestion, particularly because, quite apart 

from financial considerations^ persons interested in and closely concerned with 

WHCHs work could not b© away too long from their own duties at home and considerable 

demands were already being xaade upon their time by the regular sessions of the 

and perhaps the Board and committees» 

Dr EAE, alternate to Sir John Charles. also agreed with Dr Clark, as it was 

undesirable to divert funds from WHOî s essential work
4 



Dr :EL~CH&TTI endorsed Dr ClarkI s views because although he felt that the 

anniversary ought to be celebrated, expenditure should be kept to a minimum. 

The СНА11ШМ noted that a somewhat strange situation had arisen. Thirty-

three governments had expressed themselves in favour of a special session, with 

twelve against, yet the foregoing discussion seemed to suggest that all members 

of the Board were opposed to a special session, 

Professor PARISOT did not think there was any real difference of opinion. If 

two or perhaps three days at the Eleventh World Health Assembly were devoted to 

the anniversary celebration, that could in a sense be regarded as a special 

session. 

The CHillRMMT asked whether other members would agree with Professor 

9 

Parisot<s view, 

Dr JAEAJR agreed with that interpretation. Possibly one day could elapse 

between the special and regular session, but the main point was that they should 

be held at the same time and place, 

Dr PURI asked whether that had not been the original intention. 

The СНШМАН pointed out that, as could be seen from the circular sent to 

governments Ъу the Director-General, there were a number of alternative ways of 

celebrating the tenth anniversary. 



Dr PURI зaid that he had gained the impression frcm the replies to the 

questionnaire that the governments were in the main thinking along the same lines 

as thB Board, 

Dr СШЖ said that his suggestion differed from what Professor Parisot and 

Dr Jafar had in mind. He had not conte呷lated a special session but a short 

ceremony forming part of the proceedings of the World Health Assembly, 

Dr MOORE confirmed that his conception had been the same as Dr Clark's. 

The ceremony should be acconçanied by a thorough review of what had already been 

done and rtHO's future prograrome. 

Professor PÍJII30T did not doteot алу significant difference between the two 

views. 

The CHAIRMAN said the discussion would be resumed at the next meeting. 

The meeting rose at 12,30 p."!» 


